
Comments for Planning Application 21/00345/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 21/00345/FUL

Address: Wheatsheaf Yard, The Wheatsheaf High Street Oxford OX1 4DF

Proposal: Conversion of first and second floors to create 9no. student rooms, shared kitchen and

common area. Formation of 2no. front dormers in association with a loft conversion. Removal of

1no. window to front elevation. Alteration to 1no. window and 1no. door to front elevation. Insertion

of 1no. door to front elevation. Provision of bin and cycle stores

Case Officer: Tobias Fett

 

Customer Details

Name:  Suzie  Grange 

Address: 120 the avenue Kennington Oxford OX15SA

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Members of the Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Effect on existing community facilities

  - General dislike or support for proposal

  - Other - give details

Comment:The Wheatsheaf music venue is a critical part of Oxford's cultural landscape, and a

place where community has been built alongside giving new artists the ability to cut their teeth and

play alongside big names.

 

The social and cultural impact of losing this important live music space from Oxford's legendary

but increasingly under threat grass roots music scene - which is like nothing else anywhere in the

country that I have experienced - would be truly immeasurable.

 

Both as someone who has played countless shows on its stage as as someone who has

discovered amazing up and coming new artists, and made lifelong friends in the process, at

events at The Wheatsheaf, it would be both heartbreaking and a travesty to rob the city of this

gem of a venue at a time where the arts in the city needs support the most, and people need a

place to come together and be a part of a creative, positive community again as soon as covid

restrictions are over.

 

I strongly object to the proposals to rip out the heart and soul of oxfords musical community and a

key part of its history and hope that the city will do whatever it takes to protect this piece of our

artistic heritage, particularly at a time when the artistic community needs healing and support.


